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Is the tape recording format dead?

In my last column I reported how quickly the
use of film and film processing is declining. Another recording format is
following step, and that is
the use of magnetic
recording tape whether it
is for video or audio.
Analog tape recording
has been with us for many
years, constantly changing
in design with each new
format becoming more convenient than the previous.
Initially tape came spooled
on reels, but when it was
built into a convenient cassette format, its usage
mushroomed.
As digital recording
methods entered the
scene, tape quickly took a
back seat, as music could
be played on a CD and
that format gave way to
audio players using flash
memory like iPods and
mp3 players. Video tape
recordings gave way to TIVO/Digital
Video
Recorders and even DVD
home recorders. Ironically
a recent search for an audio tape recorder revealed
a greater number of
turntables being available. Stand-alone VCRs
for consumer use have all
but vanished.
For videotape, analog
gave way to digital tape
over 10 years ago, and
there was no looking back
as generation loss became a
thing of the past, which was
a problem that plagued the
video world. But it would
appear that even digital
videotape is rapidly declining, as Flash Memory card
recording is becoming more
the norm. The same type of
memory card used in a digital still camera is rapidly
becoming the method for
video recording.
One of the limitations
of tape, audio or video,
analog or digital, is that is
recorded in a linear fash-

ion. The information was
laid down on the tape as it
is advanced through the
recorder. This meant that
the tape had to be advanced or rewound to locate a particular portion of
the recording, which can
take a fair amount of time
depending upon the speed
of the tape recording.
With non-linear recording, like that on a memory
card, immediate direct access can be made to any
portion of the recording.
However, not to sound
like a Luddite, I have to
admit I am a little apprehensive about the abandonment of tape, especially for video recording.
Even though tapes could
on occasion jam in the
recording device, they
were overall reliable and
inexpensive. Part of my
business involves data recovery for files that get
lost or corrupted. With
photo files, it is not uncommon to have a card
suddenly become unreadable. Often there may be a
few corrupt files, which
can’t be read, but most of
the information can usually be recovered. When a
file is unreadable, it is
usually totally unreadable. It is not like you get
a partial picture, which is
some cases might be better than no picture at all.
This appears to be true
with digital video files. A
corrupted segment of a file
may mean that you loose
the entire recording. By
contrast, if a videotape

... On all in one multifunction printers

One of my readers asked me to write an article about
what is called an All-In-One (AIO) or multifunction printer. This type of unit not only prints, but also can serve as
a scanner, photocopier, photo printer and fax machine.
All-In-One’s simply combine services that traditionally
would be handled by separate pieces of equipment.
I own a simple AIO, which scans and prints, but my
research on these units turned up so many other useful
features, that I could easily see an AIO living up to its
name and replacing multiple pieces of equipment. In addition to just scanning and printing from your computer,
AIOs offer a whole host of features, which can include:
• Working without having to go through a computer.
• Touch screen LCDs that can control the unit as well
as show previews of scanned material.
• Built in memory card readers that allow you to
make prints without using a computer.
• PictBridge, which allows you to print directly from a
camera via USB cable, again without using a computer.
• Document feeders for scanning large quantities of
documents.
• Slide scanning capabilities.
• Networking capability both wired and wireless environments.
• Built in CD/DVD burners allowing for memory
cards and drives to be copied to disc, again without the
use of a computer.
I did not find a single AIO that offered all these features. And sometimes the reviews for AIOs that had
more features, excelled in one feature but were mediocre
in others. Some AIOs were definitely geared towards
photo printing; with the other features in the unit were
more of an after thought. Others had just the opposite
qualities. This follows the logic found in other products
that when you combine features of separate products into one product, you might make compromises.
One thing most of these units did have in common
was a very attractive price tag. Most units were available for prices commanded for just a fax, printer or scanner a few years ago.
Well, the research for this article got costly, as the
more I learned about them, the more I wanted to try one,
and ended up buying one for my office. After doing some
testing, I have to say I am quite frankly impressed. As
one who wants to touch-up every image in my favorite
photo-editing program, my jaw dropped when I hooked
up my camera directly to the printer and printed out a
photo-quality 4x6 in seconds. I placed the print on the
scanner bed and made an almost identical print just as
quick. Indeed this was a true photocopier.
Before purchasing one, you do need to consider the
hidden costs which is the ink and paper. Ink jet printer
ink is about the most expensive liquid on the planet.
Don’t plan on buying non-manufacturer inks and papers to save a little money. I can tell you first hand this
is a recipe for disappointment and probably even more
money lost. The manufacturers put a lot of effort into
seeing that their products work well and if you use their
products they do work well.
Most AIOs use ink jet technology so another feature
to definitely consider is getting a unit that has separate
ink cartridges for each color of ink the printer uses.
Software included with an AIO should help you to
take full advantage of the unit’s features. For example
an OCR program, which stands for Optical Character
Recognition, converts printed materials to text that can
be edited in a word processing program, should be standard. And it is not always the case.

were to fail, or be eaten by
the camera. You would
still have your recording
up to the failure point.
Another favorable point Pictured are four images. Two are near identical
for tape is longevity. Al- made by a multifunction printer.
though memory cards can
be used over again for a There are also claims now cameras found very few
very long time, it is claimed that digital tape may be consumer models being ofthat they can only hold a more stable than DVD. A fered with tape options.
signal for about 10 years. recent search for video Tape seemed to be reserved
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for only higher end pro
models. Perhaps they
know something we don’t?
Only time will tell.

